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SUMMARY:  
... Yet the meeting was also ironic because of the yawning distance that separated the parts of the legal profession to which each man belonged. ... Significantly, the initiative did not address the target of the bar's first effort to improve diversity, the Council for Legal Education Opportunity, which sought "to encourage and assist qualified persons from minority groups to enter law school and the legal profession. ... The Corporate Brief in Grutter captures the forces that have pushed many companies to draw a strong connection between diversity and the need to serve diverse clients in the global marketplace: ... As I have argued elsewhere, however, this way of framing the issue elides a fundamental question: why should a corporate client be responsible for its law firm's diversity as opposed to, for example, its own? Indeed, one of the results of the corporate press for diversity has been the increasing tendency of these entities to raid law firms to satisfy their own diversity needs. ... Instead, I want to investigate how the shift from normative to market-based justifications for integrating corporate law firms is likely to affect whether black corporate lawyers endorse the obligation thesis and how they are likely to act on this commitment to social justice. ...

TEXT:
[*1548]

On December 7, 1953, two of the greatest appellate advocates that this country has ever produced squared off in the Supreme Court's marble and mahogany chamber to present the final arguments in Brown v. Board of Education. n1 At one counsel table sat Thurgood Marshall, chief counsel for the NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, arguably the nation's first "public interest" law firm. n2 At the other sat John W. Davis, whose seamless blending of public service (including a stint as Solicitor General of the United States under President Wilson) and private practice (as the senior partner of the Wall Street law firm Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl) epitomized the power and prestige of the elite corporate bar in the years following World War II. n3

It was both fitting and ironic that Marshall and Davis found themselves squaring off in what many now consider the most important constitutional case since Marbury v. Madison. n4 Fitting because of each man's skill and fame as an appellate advocate. By the time Brown was first argued, Thurgood Marshall had successfully litigated thirteen cases before the U.S. Supreme Court. n5 Counting his experience as Solicitor General, Davis had participated in over 250 cases before the Court, more than any other lawyer in the twentieth century, and was widely praised as one of the greatest masters of oral advocacy of all. [n549] n6

Yet the meeting was also ironic because of the yawning distance that separated the parts of the legal profession to which each man belonged. Marshall and Davis were products of the very segregation that brought them together in Brown - segregation that was as, if not more, severe in the legal profession than in the rest of society. There simply were no black lawyers in corporate law firms like Davis, Polk, Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl in the mid-1950s. Indeed,
there were hardly any black lawyers at all: in 1950, there were a mere 1450 black lawyers in the entire country. n7 These privileged few toiled almost exclusively in low-level government jobs or in solo or small firm practice, barely ekings out a living tending to the needs of black individuals and small businesses. n8 John W. Davis's world of corporate titans, elite standing, and sumptuous fees was as distant from the reality of even the most privileged black lawyer in the 1950s as the new books, fresh paint, and well-funded extracurricular activities of white Southern schools were from the "separate but equal" rat traps in which Linda Brown and her fellow plaintiffs were forced to pursue their educations. n9

The fact that Jim Crow was alive and well within the ranks of the American legal profession of the 1950s was no accident. For almost a century, corporate lawyers like Davis had waged a pitched and protracted battle to keep anyone other than White Anglo-Saxon Protestant men of means from joining the bar or, if admitted, from moving beyond the lowest rungs on the professional ladder. n10 These "lawyer-statesmen," as they are now reverently called, n11 framed their struggle to maintain the purity of the bar in expressly moral terms. In their view, immigrants, Jews, women, and, perforce, blacks were either incapable [*1550] of adhering to the standards of professionalism or uninterested in doing so. n12 The corporations represented by these leading lawyers appeared to agree. They too refused to hire blacks for anything other than the most menial jobs. n13 Given this state of affairs, Davis undoubtedly spoke for many members of both the corporate bar and corporate America in general when he demonstrated where he thought the "public interest" in the dispute over segregation resided by agreeing to represent the school board pro bono publico. n14

The Supreme Court disagreed. In a unanimous ruling, the Justices concluded that "separate educational facilities" for blacks and whites were "inherently unequal." n15 Speaking in a measured tone intended to belie the momentous implications of his words, Chief Justice Warren made clear that segregation was not just constitutionally prohibited. It was also a grievous moral wrong to young black children who, no matter how "equal" their separate black schools might become, would still be plagued with "a feeling of inferiority as to their status in the community that may affect their hearts and minds in a way unlikely ever to be undone." n16

For the next fifteen years, civil rights advocates took to the courts and to the streets to persuade white America of the truth of Warren's conclusions. Segregation, and more broadly any discrimination based upon race, these advocates contended, was both legally prohibited and morally wrong. Significantly, ministers replaced lawyers as the leading figures of this crusade. Declaring that "I'd kinda outlived my usefulness," Thurgood Marshall resigned his position at the Legal Defense Fund to accept President Kennedy's invitation to become a judge on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. n17 Replacing Marshall as the leading icon of the civil rights struggle was a twenty-five-year-old Baptist preacher from Atlanta, Georgia, named Martin Luther King, Jr. By the time King delivered his "I Have a Dream" speech from the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in August 1963, the eloquent minister and his compatriots at the Southern Christian Leadership Council had firmly stamped the civil rights movement as a [*1551] moral crusade - this time, for the hearts and minds of white America. n18

Forty years after King's now-iconic speech - and a half-century since the final arguments in Brown - the Supreme Court once again turned its attention to the intersection of race and education in a pair of cases that many believed to be the most significant in this area since Brown. This time, the issue before the Court in the cases of Grutter v. Bollinger n19 and Gratz v. Bollinger n20 was whether the antidiscrimination principle articulated in Brown prohibited the University of Michigan and its law school from adopting voluntary affirmative action programs designed to increase the enrollment of black and other minority students. As in Brown, each side in this historic battle was represented by distinguished appellate counsel. But the identity and position of these advocates could scarcely have been imagined in 1953.

Acting in the role of plaintiff's counsel - a role that Thurgood Marshall had filled so admirably a half-century before - was Kirk Kilbo. Kilbo's clients were two white women who claimed that they were discriminated against by admissions policies that had helped to increase the size of the black bar from under 1500 in 1950 to over 33,000 in 2000. n21 To add to the irony, the lawsuit was spearheaded and funded by the Center for Individual Rights, a conservative public interest law firm dedicated to fighting affirmative action that expressly patterns itself after the NAACP Legal Defense Fund. n22 Representing the defendants was a lawyer whose Harvard Law School pedigree, Ninth Circuit clerkship, distinguished record of public service, and senior partnership in a prestigious corporate law firm marked him as a worthy successor to John W. Davis. Only this time, the lawyer - John Payton - was black. n23

[*1552] Nor was Payton the lone representative of the corporate bar, or of the corporate clients that these lawyers typically represent, weighing in on the side of affirmative action. Literally dozens of lawyers at prominent law firms wrote amicus briefs, many on a pro bono basis, urging the Court not to overturn its twenty-five-year-old precedent in Regents of the University of California v. Bakke, n24 which authorized colleges and universities to use race as a factor
in admissions. So did the American Bar Association (ABA), in a brief authored by lawyers from New York's Cravath, Swaine & Moore, one of the oldest and most prestigious law firms in the country. n25 And, in perhaps the most surprising, and arguably the most important, sign of corporate America's shifting views over the last half-century, the Court also received two briefs in support of the university's policies signed by a veritable who's who of the country's largest and most profitable corporations. n26 Not a single corporation weighed in on the other side - a far cry from Bakke, in which the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the [*1553] largest business lobbying organization in the country, filed a brief opposing affirmative action. n27

As surprising as corporate America's broad support for affirmative action would have seemed to Davis and other business leaders in 1954 (or, indeed, in 1974), the argument that today's leaders of American business put forward to justify their support would have surprised their predecessors even more. Neither corporate brief makes more than a passing reference to the moral arguments in favor of helping blacks to overcome slavery, segregation, or the stigma of racism that once motivated the few establishment lawyers and business leaders who helped Houston and Marshall wage their campaign against separate but equal - and upon which King and others grounded the civil rights movement of the 1960s. Instead, both briefs squarely cast their defense of affirmative action in terms of the demands of the marketplace. If American business is to continue to expand and prosper in a competitive global economy, the current captains of capitalism sternly warned, then these organizations must have access to a substantial pool of talented minorities who have graduated from the nation's best educational institutions. n28 Diversity, in other words, is not only "good for business," it is essential to prosperity in the global economy. These two corporate briefs, along with one authored by a coterie of retired generals making a similar argument about the importance of diversity to the continued excellence of this nation's armed forces, n29 were prominently cited by Justice O'Connor in her majority opinion in Grutter. n30

How did we come to this surprising turn of events? When did American business and the military - two institutions with long histories of racism and exclusion - become stalwart advocates for diversity and inclusion? More fundamentally, what caused the rhetoric of the black equality struggle to shift from one grounded on moral claims about integration being "the right thing to do" to economic arguments premised on the claim that "diversity is good for business"? What are the consequences of this shift for the twin goals of "equality through [*1554] integration" and "social justice through law" that Brown seemed to promise black America and the nation a half-century ago? n31

These are obviously large and difficult questions and I do not purport to answer them here. Instead, in the balance of this Article I chronicle the rise of market-based diversity arguments in the legal profession itself and raise some largely unexplored questions about how this new mode of justification is likely to affect both the "equal opportunity" and "social justice" prongs of the Brown agenda. n32 Notwithstanding the success of black corporate lawyers like John Payton, the pace of integration in John W. Davis's world of elite corporate law practice has been frustratingly slow. Despite decades of trying to convince firm leaders that integration is "the right thing to do," fifty years after Brown black lawyers still constitute just over four percent of the associates - and just over one percent of the partners - in the nation's largest law firms. n33 Frustrated with this state of affairs, diversity advocates in large law firms have increasingly turned to the kind of "diversity is good for business" arguments articulated in Grutter to put pressure on firm managers to hire and promote minority lawyers. n34

It is not difficult to see why market-based diversity arguments have come to dominate discussions about how to accelerate the slow pace of integration in corporate law firms. Beginning with Justice Powell's critical opinion in Bakke, the Supreme Court has been highly skeptical about any argument for affirmative action based on the need to remedy past (or even present) "societal discrimination." n35 Indeed, until Grutter, the Court - and much of the country - appeared hostile to [*1555] affirmative action altogether. n36 Market-based arguments offer the promise of circumventing these minefields. If corporations want more minority lawyers working on their matters, for example, then hiring and promoting such lawyers is a matter of economic necessity as opposed to a remedy for past discrimination, much less an unjustified preference. It is small wonder that black lawyers (and diversity advocates generally) have increasingly staked their claim to a seat at the corporate table by using the seemingly neutral terms of the competitive marketplace.

The growing competitiveness of the market for corporate legal services in the decades since Bakke has only added to the appeal of market-based diversity arguments. Since 1978, large law firms have exploded in size, geographic scope, and disciplinary reach - and there are many more of them than ever before. n37 At the same time, the clients that corporate lawyers serve have become increasingly demanding and focused on the bottom line. The result has been fierce competition for both clients and talent that has transformed the world of corporate legal practice from a "gentlemanly" profession governed by nineteenth-century craft norms to a hard-edge twenty-first-century global business. n38 [*1556]
Given this environment, diversity advocates feel substantial pressure to justify their actions in terms of the all-important bottom line.

Finally, diversity advocates in the legal profession have been encouraged to state their claims in market terms by corporate America's apparent embrace of similar justifications for its own growing attention to diversity. In the last fifteen years, there has been an explosion in corporate diversity initiatives. Responding to a series of reports proclaiming that the United States is rapidly becoming "majority minority" - in which white men will constitute less than fifty percent of all workers by 2005 - and to the growing purchasing power of minority consumers, companies have devoted increasing attention to diversity. Virtually every large company now employs "diversity consultants" to promote the value of diversity generally and to help identify structural and attitudinal barriers inside the workplace that make it difficult for women and minorities to succeed. More important, many companies have adopted "supplier diversity" programs and evaluate managers at all levels on their compliance with diversity goals. These developments appear to present diversity advocates in law firms with a golden opportunity. Law firms, after all, are arguably "suppliers" of services to corporations just like any others. Why should corporate diversity initiatives not apply to them? The fact that more than 350 general counsel recently signed a letter authored by Charles Morgan, the general counsel of Bell South corporation, urging law firms to hire and retain more minority lawyers seems to confirm that corporate America has fully signed on to the business case for diversity - and that businesses expect their law firms to do the same.

[*1557] Moreover, the lawyers in charge of making these decisions to purchase legal services are increasingly themselves a more diverse group. Ironically, many of the women and minorities who left large law firms in the last thirty years found their way into the expanding in-house legal departments of large corporations. Today, some of these big-firm dropouts have risen to senior positions. There are now thirty-three minority general counsel of Fortune 500 corporations, including such heavyweights as Coca-Cola, Merck, and Sears. And there are many more minorities employed in lower levels of these organizations. If one adds the small but nevertheless significant list of minority CEOs, including Ken Chenault at American Express and Dick Parsons at Time Warner, then the "business case" for diversity in the large law firms that seek to serve these corporate clients appears compelling indeed.

The attention showered on the corporate amicus briefs in Grutter will only accelerate this trend. What better proof of corporate America's commitment to diversity, advocates are likely to contend, than the willingness of so many major corporations to sign on to a brief that publicly declares that maintaining diversity in this nation's elite institutions of higher learning is essential to their survival in the global economy? Surely, law firms that fail to embrace the economic case for diversity do so at their peril. If diversity is so good for the business of corporate America, then perforce it must also be essential to the business of corporate law firms that both depend upon corporate clients for their survival and increasingly resemble global businesses in their size, scope, ambition, and ideology.

In the pages that follow, I argue that there is a good deal of truth in this conclusion. Corporate America does appear to have embraced arguments about the importance of diversity that have significant implications for the business of large law firms - and the fate of the growing number of black lawyers who have cast their lot with these institutions. Moreover, as Sanford Levinson reminds us, whatever else Supreme Court decisions do, they play an important role in shaping the boundaries of what is considered legitimate "law talk" by judges, lawyers, and the public at large. Bakke and subsequent decisions undoubtedly encouraged those defending affirmative action in Grutter to use arguments couched in the language of "diversity," as opposed to the kind of moral arguments grounded in the existence of past or present discrimination against blacks that characterized Brown and the first wave of the civil rights movement. Given the weight that Justice O'Connor's opinion grants to the corporate and military briefs in Grutter, future advocates for racial justice in both the court of law and the court of public opinion will face strong pressure not only to argue in the language of diversity but also to justify diversity in terms of the efficient functioning of institutions and the market.

Whether linking progress on diversity to the demands of the marketplace will produce greater opportunities for black lawyers in corporate law firms, however, depends upon a closer examination of the connection between "diversity" and "business" than most proponents of the business case for diversity in the legal profession have been willing to undertake or even to acknowledge. Once again, the arguments put forward by corporate and military leaders in Grutter are instructive. For just as amicus briefs conform to the "law talk" of established doctrine, they also self-consciously attempt to shape this discourse for the benefit of those for whom these briefs are filed. Viewed in this light, the arguments that corporate and military leaders chose to demonstrate why diversity is good for business are an important window into how these powerful actors are likely to deploy the rhetoric of diversity to serve their self-interest.

In an age in which we no longer believe that what is good for General Motors is necessarily good for America, we should not be surprised to see that some of these rhetorical uses will not be as good for the cause of
diversity as they are for the profits of large corporations. Moreover, even arguments for the business case for diversity that work reasonably well in the context of corporate America may have less force when applied to large law firms. For all of the talk about the legal profession becoming more like a business, there are many important differences between the business of large law firms and the business clients that they typically represent - differences that are likely to make aspects of the business case articulated in Grutter even less persuasive in the context of the legal profession than they are in corporate America.

Ironically, whether the integration of the corporate bar in turn plays an important role in achieving Brown's other fundamental promise - that law will play a positive role in the struggle for social justice for all Americans - also increasingly depends upon this same kind of examination of the relationship between "diversity" and "business." Against the backdrop of the unrelenting and aggressively enforced homogeneity of John W. Davis's powerful and privileged world of elite law practice, the integration of the corporate bar is, in and of itself, a social justice issue of considerable importance. Nevertheless, if bringing diversity to the elite ranks of the American legal profession is going to do more than accentuate the yawning gap between the legal haves and have-nots, then those who come to occupy these positions of power must have normative commitments that both shape and constrain the business interests of their powerful clients. To be sure, in today's cutthroat legal market, lawyers who attempt to articulate and act on normative commitments that appear to challenge the prerogatives of corporate power risk jeopardizing their careers. Indeed, this risk constitutes one of the unappreciated limitations of the standard claim that demographic diversity enhances profits by producing a diversity of viewpoints. Contrary to the gloomy predictions of diversity advocates who urge black lawyers to abandon social justice arguments for diversity altogether, however, there are also good reasons to believe that black lawyers who maintain a normative understanding of diversity that goes beyond corporate self-interest may also have important advantages in building a credible "business case" for diversity in their own careers.

The rest of this Article proceeds in five Parts. Part I sets the stage by briefly recounting the corporate bar's long history of excluding [*1560] blacks and other minorities on the ground that admitting these undesirables would undermine both the moral authority and the economic efficiency of the bar. Although this exclusion formally ended with Brown, the assumption that homogeneity is what is really good for the business of corporate law firms continued to shape the elite bar's response to racial issues long after de jure barriers had been removed. Those seeking to convince law firms of the opposite conclusion - that diversity is good for business - must find ways of unearthing and confronting these lingering assumptions. The next three Parts begin to examine whether diversity advocates are likely to succeed in this task - and how their efforts will affect Brown's underlying goals - by posing an intersecting round of questions about the relationship among diversity, business, and social justice: is racial diversity good for the business of corporate law firms? (Part II); is the business of corporate America good for diversity in these institutions? (Part III); and is the business case for diversity in law firms good for social justice? (Part IV). My goal in these three parts is neither to prove that the economic case for diversity in law firms is false nor to argue that those seeking to use such claims to press for greater integration in the corporate bar (or greater opportunities for black lawyers generally) are wrong to do so. Instead, I want to expose some of the limitations of grounding the struggle for integrating the corporate bar on purely instrumental rationales and to underscore the need for reinvigorating the normative side of the debate. Part V concludes by tentatively suggesting why an express normative commitment to social justice may be less hazardous to the cause of achieving diversity in corporate law firms than the advocates of the business case for diversity seem to believe.

I. The Strange Career of the Elite Corporate Bar

The American legal profession's long history of racism and exclusion in the century leading up to Brown has been well documented, most notably by Jerold Auerbach and J. Clay Smith, n51 and I will only briefly summarize it here. No black student received a legal education until after the Civil War, and only a handful of schools admitted blacks until 1936, when Thurgood Marshall won his first desegregation case, against the University of Maryland Law School. n52 In the first decades of the twentieth century, leading lawyers and academics [*1561] asiduously tried to shut down the growing number of night law schools to keep out "emigrants [sic]" who "covet the title [of attorney] as a badge of distinction ... but view[] the Code of Ethics with uncomprehending eyes." n53 Although these efforts were largely unsuccessful, elite law schools such as Harvard and Yale remained overwhelmingly white and male (albeit with an increasing number of Jews) until the 1960s. As late as 1964, there were only seven hundred black law students in the entire country, fully one-third of whom attended one of five historically black institutions. n54

The few blacks who were able to become lawyers during this period were rigidly segregated from their white peers in almost every respect. Blacks were expressly barred from membership in the American Bar Association until 1943. n55 Most worked in solo practice or small minority firms serving an exclusively black clientele. n56 Wall Street firms
and their counterparts across the country had little interest in hiring black lawyers, regardless of their credentials. William T. Coleman, Jr., for example, could not obtain a job with a large law firm in his native Philadelphia, even though he had graduated magna cum laude from Harvard Law School and clerked for Justice Frankfurter on the U.S. Supreme Court. n57 As late as 1964, Erwin Smigel reported in his famous study of Wall Street lawyers: "In the year and a half that was spent interviewing, I heard of only three Negroes who had been hired by large law firms. Two of these were women who did not meet the client." n58 It is no wonder that President Kennedy's Secretary of Labor characterized the legal profession in 1961 as "the worst segregated group in the whole economy." n59

In keeping out blacks and other minorities, the leaders of the corporate bar were both reflecting what they perceived as the wishes of their clients and projecting their own understanding of professionalism. [*1562] As Smigel noted, even when blacks were hired, it was important that they not "meet the client." n60 Similarly, Smigel reported that some Wall Street firms during this period blamed client prejudices for limiting the number of Jewish lawyers that a firm could hire or promote. As one partner remarked, "there are clients to whom you can't take a Jewish lawyer." n61 Indeed, even black clients during this period often preferred to engage a white lawyer when they could afford one. Fears about the racism of judges and other decisionmakers and widely held stereotypes among both whites and blacks about the alleged incompetence of black lawyers led even the few blacks who could afford legal services to question whether hiring a black lawyer was "good for business." n62

These apprehensions about how clients might react to the presence of blacks and Jews were reinforced by the elite bar's own commitment to preserving the "standards" and "prestige" of the bar - concepts that were inexorably linked to ideas about racial and ethnic purity. These lofty ideals were threatened, in the words of former Attorney General and leading corporate lawyer George Wickersham, by the "pestiferous horde" of lawyers whose English "is of the most imperfect character" and whose foreign background renders them "without ... the faintest comprehension of the nature of our institutions, or their history and development." n63

[*1563] Indeed, elite lawyers in the "golden age" of the 1950s perceived homogeneity - not diversity - as good for business. n64 Reporting on this period, Smigel observed: "[Wall Street firms] want lawyers who are Nordic, have pleasing personalities and 'clean-cut' appearances, are graduates of the 'right' schools, have the 'right' social background and experience in the affairs of the world, and are endowed with tremendous stamina." n65 As Smigel's respondents made clear, recruiting lawyers who share a common background and outlook was considered essential to a firm's ability to produce high-quality legal work and to relate to clients who come from similar stock. Even after a lawyer was hired, partners considered his ability to fit into the firm's tightly knit social structure to be almost as important as the number of hours he worked or his potential for bringing in business when deciding whether he would be elevated to partnership. n66

The assumption that homogeneity rather than diversity was what was good for the business of the elite corporate bar was so strong that it was rarely challenged, even by the few corporate lawyers who actively participated in the struggle for racial justice in the period leading up to Brown - and for decades thereafter. Recent historiography about the antecedents of Brown indicate that prominent corporate lawyers unexpectedly came to play a far more important role in producing this historic decision than had previously been thought. n67 During World War II, civil rights leaders from A. Philip Randolph to Thurgood Marshall were quick to point out the incongruity of America's denouncing racism in Nazi Germany while openly condoning discrimination against blacks at home. Nor was this inconsistency lost on the German bar's own commitment to preserving the "standards" and "prestige" of the bar - concepts that were inexorably linked to their clientele's assumptions about racial and ethnic purity. These lofty ideals were threatened, in the words of past Attorney General and leading corporate lawyer George Wickersham, by the "pestiferous horde" of lawyers whose English "is of the most imperfect character" and whose foreign background renders them "without ... the faintest comprehension of the nature of our institutions, or their history and development." n63

[*1564] Indeed, elite lawyers in the "golden age" of the 1950s perceived homogeneity - not diversity - as good for business. n64 Reporting on this period, Smigel observed: "[Wall Street firms] want lawyers who are Nordic, have pleasing personalities and 'clean-cut' appearances, are graduates of the 'right' schools, have the 'right' social background and experience in the affairs of the world, and are endowed with tremendous stamina." n65 As Smigel's respondents made clear, recruiting lawyers who share a common background and outlook was considered essential to a firm's ability to produce high-quality legal work and to relate to clients who come from similar stock. Even after a lawyer was hired, partners considered his ability to fit into the firm's tightly knit social structure to be almost as important as the number of hours he worked or his potential for bringing in business when deciding whether he would be elevated to partnership. n66

The assumption that homogeneity rather than diversity was what was good for the business of the elite corporate bar was so strong that it was rarely challenged, even by the few corporate lawyers who actively participated in the struggle for racial justice in the period leading up to Brown - and for decades thereafter. Recent historiography about the antecedents of Brown indicate that prominent corporate lawyers unexpectedly came to play a far more important role in producing this historic decision than had previously been thought. n67 During World War II, civil rights leaders from A. Philip Randolph to Thurgood Marshall were quick to point out the incongruity of America's denouncing racism in Nazi Germany while openly condoning discrimination against blacks at home. Nor was this inconsistency lost on the German and Japanese propaganda machines, which routinely reported lynchings and other instances of violence and discrimination against American blacks. After the war, the Soviet Union picked up the propaganda ball where the Nazis had left off, making the separate-but-equal doctrine and continuing violence against blacks a centerpiece of its efforts to win the hearts and minds of the citizens of new states in Africa and Asia, who were themselves just emerging from colonial rule. Presidents from Roosevelt to Eisenhower responded by pushing a number of measures designed to blunt the impact of segregation and to demonstrate America's moral authority in the emerging area of human rights and the struggle against communism. n68

Although presidents are often given credit for foreign policy initiatives, in this case the push to connect black rights with national security - and to argue that protecting the latter meant making progress on the former - was supported, and in many cases initiated, by the national security establishment. Secretaries of State from Dean Acheson to John Foster Dulles to Dean Rusk played key roles in pressing the national security meaning of black equality. n69 All of these high-profile diplomats were prominent corporate lawyers. So too were many of the lawyers who answered President Kennedy's famous "call to action" in 1963 urging the leaders of the bar to support his civil rights initiatives. n70 The bar responded to Kennedy's call by creating the Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights Under Law. n71 By the mid-1960s,
the Lawyer's Committee had become a major force in mobilizing the resources of the corporate bar, and of corporate America generally, to support the cause of civil rights.

The corporate bar's support for civil rights in the period leading up to Brown and its immediate aftermath, however, rarely extended to the hiring practices of the firms themselves. n72 Paul Cravath's attitude typified that of progressive corporate lawyers during this period. By all accounts, the founding partner of New York's Cravath, Swaine & Moore grew increasingly dedicated to the "broad problems of Negro education and race relations, and particularly to his work as chairman of the board of trustees of Fisk University, the Negro school founded by his father." n73 He did not, however, hire a single black lawyer to work in his law firm. Nor were there any Jewish lawyers at Cravath ["1565] until five years after Brown was decided - and sixteen years after the firm hired its first woman. n74 Paging through the photographic record of the men who became partners in the Cravath firm and its predecessors between 1819 and 1964, one is struck by the unyielding homogeneity of the stern and elegantly clad men with patrician-sounding names - Russell Cornell Leffingwell, Donald Clinton Swatland, George Bergen Turner - who stare back from the page. n75 Cravath men had a definite look for most of the twentieth century. And it was this look, and the homogeneity that it so vividly captures, that firm leaders believed to be essential to their institutions' operations.

Even when the elite bar finally turned its attention to integrating the legal profession itself through affirmative action programs in law schools and fledgling attempts by large law firms to hire black lawyers, these efforts were justified almost exclusively on the moral terms suggested by Brown and elaborated by Martin Luther King. In the mid-1960s, several elite law schools, including Harvard, Columbia, Duke, Michigan, and UCLA, instituted affirmative action programs designed to increase black enrollment. n76 These early efforts, however, were typically designed to produce black lawyers who would, according to a phrase popular during the period, "go back to their communities" and address the pressing legal needs of black America. n77 The idea that this new generation of black lawyers was needed by corporate America was scarcely broached. n78

Given this state of affairs, it is not surprising that the University of California sought to justify its affirmative action program in Bakke on the ground that increasing the number of minority doctors would "improve the delivery of health-care services to communities currently underserved." n79 Although Justice Powell conceded the validity of such a goal, he refused to presume that minorities were any more likely than whites to actually serve such communities simply by virtue of their race. n80 Not even the four Justices who dissented in Bakke suggested that minorities brought anything special to the practice of medicine (akin to the value Justice Powell ascribed to diversity in the classroom) that justified making special efforts to increase the number of minority physicians. Instead, the dissent defended the University's program as necessary to overcome the effects of past discrimination. n81

This latter rationale, along with the evolving moral consensus that integrating all aspects of American society was the "right thing to do," n82 undoubtedly explains why corporate law firms slowly began to expand their own efforts to recruit black and other minority lawyers in the 1970s. n83 Whatever one thinks about the extent or sincerity of these efforts, n84 there was certainly no indication that firms felt that hiring black lawyers gave them any competitive advantage. By most accounts, firms made few efforts to integrate their new black colleagues into the social and cultural fabric of the organization - let alone to alter their cultural norms to incorporate the diverse experiences and ideas of their new black recruits. Black lawyers were welcome, the clear message seemed to be, so long as they were functionally indistinguishable from the white lawyers that these institutions had always hired.

Once again, in taking this position large law firms appeared to be in step with the attitudes of their corporate clients and society as a whole. Assimilation was the dominant model of integration in the 1960s and 1970s. n85 Nor had corporate America moved much beyond token integration of its managerial or professional ranks. n86 Law firms continued to fear that many corporate clients would be less than enthusiastic if they found themselves represented by a black lawyer. n87 ["1568] And even if these fears were exaggerated, there was little evidence that corporations placed any affirmative value on the diversity of their law firms. n88 Given the absence of pressure on all sides, it should not be surprising that as late as 1980 large law firms remained almost as white as they were when John W. Davis stood up to defend de jure segregation almost thirty years before. n89

Frustrated with the slow pace of change, some black leaders began to make a subtle but important adjustment in their tactics and rhetoric. In addition to calling attention to the nation's moral obligation to integrate all aspects of society, advocates for increased black participation in corporate America began sketching out the "business case" for diversity. Ironically, given its segregationist past, the platform from which black lawyers chose to launch this movement was the organized bar.
When Brown was decided, there were only a handful of black lawyers who actively participated in traditional bar organizations such as the ABA. When that decision turns fifty, the ABA will be headed by Dennis Archer, a former justice of the Michigan Supreme Court and Mayor of Detroit, who will be the venerable lawyers' organization's first black president. n90 For two decades, Archer has been a pioneer in pushing the organized bar to atone for its racist past by using its considerable clout to increase the number and status of minority lawyers. In 1986, Archer spearheaded the ABA's adoption of Goal IX, committing the organization to developing programs to increase the number of minority lawyers. n91 Two years later, Archer launched a major initiative expressly designed to accomplish this goal. Significantly, the initiative did not address the target of the bar's first effort to improve diversity, the Council for Legal Education Opportunity, which sought "to [*1569] encourage and assist qualified persons from minority groups to enter law school and the legal profession." n92 Instead, Archer sought directly to increase the income and status of minority lawyers by encouraging corporations to retain minority law firms and to ensure that minority lawyers working in majority firms do some of the corporations' legal work. n93 By stimulating demand for the services of minority lawyers at large law firms, Archer's initiative, titled the Minority Counsel Demonstration Program, hoped "to increase the number of minorities [that law firms] recruit, hire, retain, and promote to partnership." n94

The rhetoric Archer used to sell the new ABA program was equally innovative. In setting out the program's goals, the ABA's newly formed Commission on Minorities in the Profession asserted that the major obstacle "impeding the full participation by minorities in the profession is the perception that corporate users of legal services do not desire that minorities handle their legal affairs." n95 This perception, the Commission went on to explain, was increasingly out of touch with reality. To underscore this point, the Commission pointed to a letter sent by the general counsel of General Motors (GM) to all of the law firms doing GM work specifically requesting that "minority lawyers in your firm able to provide service at the requisite level be included among those who represent G.M." n96 The Commission urged other corporations to write similar letters and to request information from their law firms to insure that their wishes in this regard were being honored.

By most estimations, the ABA's initial foray into generating corporate demand for minority lawyers produced important, but ultimately limited, gains. n97 The effort benefited a few minority law firms, and there were initial increases in minority hiring and promotion rates at the first large law firms involved in the program. n98 Most minority [*1570] partners in large firms, however, failed to see any significant returns from participating in the program. After an early flurry of activity, most corporations did little more than send their legal counsel the same letter every year "requesting information" and dole out a few small projects that were often below the pricing structure of most large law firms. n99 A few corporations did nothing more than pay their dues in order to have their names listed in the program's annual report.

Although the program itself was only a modest success, the tactical and rhetorical shift toward linking progress on diversity in the legal profession to the needs and desires of corporate clients has had a far more lasting impact. In the 1990s, black bar leaders in a number of cities, including San Francisco, New York City, and Washington, D.C., launched major initiatives to put pressure on law firms to increase the number of minority lawyers hired and promoted to partnership. n100 These initiatives employed a mix of tactics, from goals and timetables and other traditional affirmative action remedies to Archer's innovative use of corporate clients to generate demand for diversity. Whatever the tactics, however, the rhetoric supporting these programs increasingly relied on building the business case for diversity. Today, groups lobbying for law firm diversity have so thoroughly embraced this language that the Minority Corporate Counsel Association has recently instructed law firms and other employers that the first requirement of any successful initiative in this area is "understanding the business case for diversity." n101

For all of the reasons outlined at the outset of this Article, it is easy to see why diversity advocates are attracted to this approach. For all of the reasons outlined in this Part, however, it should also be clear [*1571] why it will be no easy feat to convince a profession long committed to homogeneity of the merits of the business case for diversity.

II. Is Racial Diversity Good for the Business of Corporate Law Firms?

Those advancing the business case for diversity in the legal profession confront important conceptual and empirical challenges that threaten to derail the easy confluence of integration and profit that these advocates seek to promote. As a conceptual matter, the argument that diversity is good for business runs up against the widely held presumption, at the core of the original civil rights movement, that all human beings are fundamentally equal and that no group is inherently more productive or competent than any other. n102 Given this presumption, diversity advocates are generally thought to have the burden of proof with respect to empirically identifying and quantifying the benefits that they attribute to
greater diversity. n103 These twin obstacles are even more daunting for diversity advocates in the context of elite law firms than in the business arena - and even more formidable still with respect to the careers of black lawyers.

To get a sense of the difficulty of convincing lawyers and their corporate clients that market forces actually justify giving greater opportunities to minority lawyers (let alone require such opportunities as a business necessity), one need only recall that opponents of affirmative action in education and employment routinely assume that such policies lower quality and productivity. n104 Notwithstanding the elite bar's [*1572] professed commitment to affirmative action over the last thirty years, there is plenty of evidence that many law firm partners share this view. As Paul Barrett discovered when doing interviews for his revealing book about race in large law firms, several partners hold the view that the real reason why firms have so few black partners is that there are too many incompetent black lawyers who have been "polished up" by affirmative action to look like Harvard Law School graduates. n105

In my prior work, including a lengthy review of Barrett's book in the pages of this Law Review, I have attempted to demonstrate why greater efforts to hire and promote black lawyers, such as the ABA's Minority Counsel Program, are unlikely to decrease the quality of legal services that corporate clients receive. n106 I do not intend to repeat these arguments here. Instead, I want to suggest that there is significant tension between what I consider to be the best arguments for defeating the traditional claim that diversity is bad for the business of elite law firms and the new claim that such diversity affirmatively promotes profits. Thus, as I have argued extensively, those who assert that affirmative action lowers standards ignore the fact that certain key structural characteristics of modern elite law firms disproportionately disadvantage black lawyers even in the absence of intentional discrimination. n107 As a result, in the absence of affirmative measures, black lawyers have a harder time being hired by large firms and face greater barriers to succeeding if they are hired. Given this dynamic, diversity initiatives, like the ABA's that provides black lawyers special access to corporate work, are justified on the ground that they give firms an incentive to detect and correct the myriad subtle, but nevertheless pervasive, ways that their current practices differentially disadvantage [*1573] certain blacks and advantage certain whites. To the extent that firms correct for this bias, they promote, rather than undermine, the ultimate purpose behind standards - that is, ensuring that lawyers are hired and promoted on the basis of their "merit" and not unfairly disadvantaged by factors that do not affect the quality of their work - by helping to level the playing field and giving black lawyers the incentive to compete by showing them that they have a realistic chance at success.

Demonstrating that initiatives aimed at increasing the diversity of corporate law firms need not lower the quality of the legal services that corporations receive, however, is not the same thing as demonstrating that there is a profit-maximizing reason for corporate consumers or their firms to adopt such policies. Not surprisingly, advocates want to go beyond arguing that corporations and firms have nothing to lose from diversity and instead assert that such programs are, in fact, good for business. It is here that the defense of affirmative action is in tension with the business case for diversity on grounds of comprehensive universalism.

One can see the force of this problem by imagining the converse of Gary Becker's classic economic argument against antidiscrimination law. n109 Becker argues that if we assume that there are no relevant biological or moral differences between blacks and whites, then even in the absence of state intervention, employers who discriminate against blacks should be driven out of business by competitors who hire qualified blacks at lower wages. The intuition is that discrimination is inefficient because it leads employers not to hire the best workers at the lowest possible price. n110

Becker's intuition, as I have argued elsewhere, is only partially correct in the context of the market in which corporate law firms compete [*1574] for talent. n111 The ultimate success of any law firm depends upon the human capital of its lawyers. As a result, firms compete aggressively for recruits whom they consider to be "superstars" - including superstars who happen to be black. n112 A firm that refuses to hire or promote a black superstar is likely to suffer a predictable competitive disadvantage when that woman or man is hired by another firm. n113 Given the dramatic growth in the size and "leverage" rates (that is, the number of associates for every partner) of most large law firms, however, most of the lawyers of any color who are hired will not be superstars. Instead, firms have had to reach deeper into the class and recruit at a broader range of schools to fill their hiring needs. n114 It is with respect to this part of the applicant pool that Becker's intuition no longer holds. Firms that prefer white applicants over blacks in this part of the distribution are much less likely to suffer any serious competitive disadvantage since they are simply substituting one "average" n115 worker for another. Given this dynamic, market forces are [*1575] unlikely to root out the subtle biases and preferences that dominate law firm hiring and promotion decisions.
This same dynamic, however, casts doubt on the claim that diversity initiatives will necessarily increase corporate profits. The fact that law firms do not suffer a competitive disadvantage when they fail to hire or retain minority lawyers suggests that the clients of these institutions may be perfectly well served by law firms that are all (or virtually all) white. More to the point, there is no a priori reason to believe that corporations will be better served simply by substituting "average" black lawyers for the "average" white ones that they currently employ. From the perspective of the client's bottom line, both groups of "average" lawyers are perfectly capable of doing the "average" work of the "average" corporate law firm associate. Consequently, "nondiverse" firms and "diverse" firms are likely to look functionally equivalent, thus giving corporations little incentive to press their outside counsel to move from the former to the latter status. Indeed, to the extent that corporations perceive that there are costs associated with pressing their lawyers to increase diversity - for example, if managers are worried that firm leaders will resent their decision to meddle in the firm's internal affairs or if, as I will discuss below, they fear that diverse teams may produce internal conflict - the absence of any obvious bottom line benefit from switching may persuade corporate leaders that the cost-benefit calculation comes out against anything other than exerting token pressure on law firms to change.

Needless to say, those pressing the business case for diversity in the legal profession are likely to counter that characterizing diverse firms as simply substituting "average" blacks for "average" whites fails to capture the economic benefits of diversity. Minority lawyers are more than simple substitutes, according to this view: they bring unique skills and experiences to their work - skills and experiences that can play a vital role in today's multicultural business environment.

Although arguments of this kind are now invoked by diversity advocates in law almost as frequently as they are by those seeking greater diversity in business, proponents in the legal context have yet to develop a well-defined substantive account of exactly how the unique skills and experiences that minority lawyers bring to their work will increase the profits of corporate firms or their corporate clients. Given that much of the momentum behind the movement toward market-based diversity arguments in law is being driven by the perception that businesses are embracing this paradigm, it seems likely that this void will be filled by borrowing arguments about the market value of diversity from those currently being deployed in the corporate context. General Motors' amicus brief in Grutter succinctly summarizes these arguments in urging the Court to recognize the business case for having a workforce with "cross-cultural competence":

Such ... competence affects a business' performance of virtually all of its major tasks: (a) identifying and satisfying the needs of diverse customers; (b) recruiting and retaining a diverse work force, and inspiring that work force to work together to develop and implement innovative ideas; and (c) forming and fostering productive working relationships with business partners and subsidiaries around the globe.

Each of these three arguments - which I have reframed slightly under the general headings of markets, managerialism, and problem solving - highlights important advantages of promoting an open and diverse workforce. In the context of corporate law firms, however, each has important - and largely unexplored - limitations.

A. Serving New Markets

The Corporate Brief in Grutter captures the forces that have pushed many companies to draw a strong connection between diversity and the need to serve diverse clients in the global marketplace:

The nature of American business ... is changing. Most of the amici are truly international companies, and virtually all are becoming so. Amicus 3M is a $16.7 billion diversified manufacturing and technology company with operations in more than 60 countries and customers in nearly 200 countries. Amicus Boeing makes 70 percent of its commercial airplane sales to international customers. Amicus Procter & Gamble sold a branded product to more than 2.5 billion people across the world last year, yielding more than $40 billion in sales. Similar figures could be provided for many of the amici: they operate and compete in a global environment, serving and working with people and cultures of all kinds.

[*1577] Given these changes, managers frequently see the need, as David Thomas and Robin Ely put it, for "a demographically more diverse workforce" to "gain access to these differentiated segments" and to "understand and serve [their] customers better and to gain legitimacy with them." It is therefore not surprising that blacks have made substantial inroads in heavily regulated industries such as communications and insurance, that Asian Americans
are well represented in technology companies that do substantial business with Asia, and that companies that market consumer products for use in the home often have good records for hiring and promoting women. n120

There are powerful analogues to these developments in the world inhabited by large law firms. Consider, for example, a law firm seeking to gain business from a city with a black mayor or attempting to win a judgment in front of a primarily black jury. n121 Similarly, the growing number of black lawyers working in the in-house legal departments of large corporations suggests that firms may reap a business advantage from black partners and associates who may have a special connection with these all-important customers. Finally, as the General Motors' brief in Grutter underscores, the fact that "racial minorities in the United States presently wield an impressive $ 600 billion in annual purchasing power - a number that is increasing exponentially with expanding minority populations" n122 - is enough to give any red-blooded American capitalist (or his or her lawyer) a reason to pay attention to this rapidly expanding market.

Nevertheless, even apart from the risks associated with this kind of race-matching marketing (a subject to which I return in Part III), there are reasons to suspect that these economic forces, powerful as they are, are likely to produce less change in corporate law firms than market changes have made in other parts of corporate America. Consider, for example, the rise in black political power. Black politicians at the state and local level frequently press to increase the number of black lawyers in private practice who are doing government work. n123 There are, however, important limitations on their ability to translate these demands into substantial business for black lawyers in major law firms. City business - the kind that black lawyers are most likely to [*1578] have "special access" to since black political power tends to be strongest at the local level - is often, as one of my informants bluntly stated, "the step child" at many law firms. n124 Government clients frequently demand lower billing rates and require firms to go through elaborate contracting procedures. Even when they are paying full freight, public sector clients don't command the cachet - or the potential for "premium billing" - associated with corporate clients. Although some firms continue to welcome public work, others do not, and some even express outright hostility toward anything that might create the impression that the firm is the type of institution that curries favor with local politicians. Black lawyers in corporate law firms tend to work for larger "national" or "international" firms, which often consider themselves in the second group. n125 Although these firms can provide blacks with many advantages, they are also among the most difficult from which to build the business case for diversity based on political connections.

Moreover, black politicians also face serious obstacles to awarding lucrative legal work to black lawyers. A string of Supreme Court decisions in the 1990s seemed to brand as "reverse discrimination" any special program to "set aside" work for minority lawyers or otherwise require a specific level of minority participation. n126 It is not clear what effect Grutter will have on these precedents. n127 More subtly, black politicians face political pressure to direct city business to minority law firms, as opposed to minority partners in majority firms. Black politicians who send business to black partners in major firms are subject to the criticism that they are simply giving the work to the same people who have gotten it in the past, albeit through the conduit of a black partner. Ironically, in the 1990s this pressure helped to produce a significant exodus of black partners from major law firms to small minority firms where they thought they had a better chance of capitalizing on the business case for diversity. n128

Similar barriers confront black in-house lawyers when they seek to direct important legal work to black lawyers. My interviews provide [*1579] strong support for the proposition, pressed by diversity advocates, that black corporate counsel actively look to provide opportunities for black lawyers inside firms. n129 There are, however, important constraints on their ability to do so. The practice of law is fundamentally a relationship business, and most companies already have strong relationships with outside counsel. Even the most concerned black in-house lawyer will find it difficult to disrupt these existing relationships. Moreover, when corporate counsel do select new lawyers, they face tremendous pressure to hire those whose "merit" is beyond question, in part to protect themselves in case something goes wrong. This pressure may be especially acute for black in-house lawyers, who, like black politicians, face charges of favoritism if they select less prominent black lawyers over better-known whites - even if the black lawyers are arguably better qualified to handle the case. n130

These same dynamics may also dilute the effect of the new interest in "supplier diversity" by corporate counsel generally. n130 Notwithstanding the important increase in the number of minority in-house lawyers, corporate general counsel offices, of course, remain largely white and male. n131 Although the Morgan letter and other initiatives suggest that in-house counsel are taking an active interest in diversity, whether these efforts actually move beyond the lip service that characterized the aftermath of the Pearce letter remains to be seen. n132 To the [*1580] extent that these efforts rely on the importance of having lawyers who understand the special needs of diverse markets, one may legitimately worry that the arguments that have proven effective in the consumer products area may not translate well to
the work of corporate lawyers. When AT&T is considering a new joint venture agreement, for example, it wants
lawyers who know how to operate in the complex world of strategic planning and corporate finance. Notwithstanding
the demographic changes in corporate America discussed above, that world remains overwhelmingly white and male.
The fact that a lawyer with the skills and connections to operate effectively in that world may not "reflect" or
"understand" the concerns of AT&T's customer base may not be of much concern to company officials.

Moreover, although globalization is undoubtedly reshaping the market for corporate legal services, there is little
evidence that black lawyers - or most U.S.-born Latinos and Asians, for that matter - are playing much of a role in
serving foreign markets or clients. In my sample of over 200 black corporate lawyers, for example, only a handful have
practices that include any significant representation of foreign clients. This is hardly surprising, given that most of the
countries in Africa and the Caribbean, where black American lawyers might be expected to have some special affinity
or cultural competence, generate little if any legal work of the kind that corporate law firms typically undertake. n133
Even post-apartheid South Africa is too poor to generate much in the way of legal work for American lawyers. n134
Black lawyers who have ventured overseas to Europe and Asia, where there is substantial legal work, have often
encountered express racism of a kind they rarely experience at home. n135 Such attitudes may cause [*1581]
American companies worried about the sensibilities of their foreign customers to question whether assigning black
lawyers to work on these matters is good for business.

Indeed, Asian and Hispanic lawyers appear to have benefited less from the expanding global market for legal
services than one might suspect. A small study of Korean lawyers conducted under my supervision in 1994, for
example, found that even at the height of the Asian boom, very few second- or third-generation Korean-American
lawyers at large law firms were involved in Korean practice. n136 Instead, the bulk of this work was being done by
members of the so-called 1.5 generation: lawyers who were born in Korea and had lived there long enough to obtain
language and cultural fluency but who then immigrated to the United States, where they received their college and legal
education. Although the absence of U.S.-born Korean lawyers was due in part to the fact that many were not interested
in this kind of practice - a subject to which I will return below - their lack of participation also appeared due to a
surprising antipathy toward them by Korean clients who felt that these American-born and -educated distant cousins
were not really Korean.

Statistics appear to confirm that the opening of new markets for U.S. law firms overseas has had little effect on the
career prospects of American minorities. For example, the most recent edition of the Diversity Scorecard, an annual
head count of the number of minorities employed by large law firms conducted by the Minority Law Journal, reports a
significant drop in the number of minorities at several prominent firms. n137 When the editors inquired about the
reasons for the decline, they were informed that the firms in question had stopped including the foreign nationals in
Europe and Asia working in their foreign offices in their overall diversity statistics. n138 Needless to say, the fact that
firms were beefing up their diversity statistics by treating, for example, a Spanish lawyer working in Spain as a
"minority" reveals a great deal about the lengths to which firms will go to cultivate an image of diversity. I return to this
topic below. For present purposes, however, the fact that removing foreign nationals working abroad from the minority
pool significantly reduced not only the total number of "minorities" working at many firms, but also their percentage
[*1582] of the firm's total workforce, underscores "the inescapable fact that ethnic Americans make up a smaller
percentage of all employees worldwide" n139 than they constitute if we focus solely on a firm's domestic operations. Of
firms with a substantial international presence, the percentage of U.S.-born minority lawyers in the firm as a whole
increases dramatically if the firm's foreign offices are excluded from the calculation. n140 Such dramatic differences
clearly suggest that few U.S.-born minorities work in the overseas offices of U.S. law firms. n141

Nor are minorities in large law firms benefiting significantly from the changing demographics of the American
population or the growing economic clout of minority businesses and consumers. Advocates for the business case for
diversity frequently point to the fact that the United States is rapidly becoming a "majority-minority" country to bolster
their contention that diversity is now a business imperative. n142 Notwithstanding the impressive growth in minority
purchasing power in the aggregate, most of these new minority consumers, like individuals generally, simply cannot
afford the high-priced legal services offered by corporate lawyers. n143 The same is true of the growing number of
minority businesses. n144 And even when such businesses can afford to pay the freight, concerns about "positional
conflicts" may lead firms to discourage black lawyers from bringing in these fledgling enterprises as clients for fear that
they will conflict with the interests of more established companies that the firm either currently represents or hopes to
represent in the future. n145 The net effect is that growing minority purchasing power, like globalization, is having less
impact on [*1583] the careers of black lawyers in large law firms than in other areas of corporate life. This reality, in
turn, affects the strength of the managerial arguments offered in support of the business case for diversity.
B. Managerialism

In addition to producing new consumers for American business, both globalization and the "browning" of the American population are dramatically reshaping the American workforce. Developing a managerial elite capable of overseeing this increasingly diverse workforce is one of the major business imperatives cited by diversity advocates. The Generals' Brief in Grutter makes this point explicitly:

In the 1960s and 1970s ... while integration increased the percentage of African-Americans in the enlisted ranks, the percentage of minority officers remained extremely low, and perceptions of discrimination were pervasive. This deficiency in the officer corps and the discrimination perceived to be its cause led to low morale and heightened racial tension. The danger this created was not theoretical, as the Vietnam era demonstrates. As the war continued, the armed forces suffered increased racial polarization, pervasive disciplinary problems, and racially motivated incidents in Vietnam and on posts around the world... . The lack of minority officers substantially exacerbated the problems throughout the armed services. The military's leadership recognized that its racial problem was so critical that it was on the verge of self-destruction. That realization set in motion the policies and initiatives [for increasing the number of black and other minority officers] that have led to today's relatively positive state of affairs. n146

The managerial argument for diversity is especially strong in the military. As the Generals' brief makes clear, "almost 40% of servicemen and women are minorities[,] ... including 21.7% African-Americans." n147 But the percentage of minorities working at all levels in corporate America, although not yet at these levels, is nevertheless significant and destined to grow. n148 In such an environment, developing a managerial elite that can "interact with and ... understand the experiences of, and multiplicity of perspectives held by, persons of different races, ethnicities, and cultural histories" is indeed a business necessity. n149

The current and the likely future demographics of corporate law firms, however, suggest that the argument from managerial necessity may be less compelling in this context than it has been elsewhere. To be sure, the percentage of minority students in law school has increased [*1584] significantly since the initial affirmative action programs discussed in Part I. Today, minorities comprise approximately twenty percent of law school graduates, including at the law schools from which corporate law firms typically recruit. n150 Minority representation in large law firms, however, remains significantly below this level. In 2002, for example, minorities comprised just over fourteen percent of all law firm associates, and just under four percent of all the partners in these institutions. n151 Moreover, although these percentages have been steadily (if slowly) improving over the last decade, this growth has largely been driven by the explosion in the number of Asian lawyers working in large firms. n152 The percentage of black associates has held relatively steady and may have even declined in the last few years. n153 The same is true of black enrollment in law schools, which dropped from 7.5% to 7.1% of all law students from 2001-2002 to 2002-2003. n154 These percentages and trends present a far different case for managerial diversity than the comparable percentages and trends in the armed services or even in much of corporate America.

Moreover, large law firms have demonstrated by their past conduct that substantially greater changes in the demographics of incoming associates will not necessarily produce corresponding changes among firm managers. The obvious example here is the continued slow growth in the number of female partners. For almost two decades, women have comprised more than forty percent of the incoming associates in the nation's largest law firms. n155 Yet they still constitute just over fifteen percent of law firm partners. n156 Even adjusting for [*1585] women's more recent entry into the profession, the percentage of new female partners lags significantly behind comparable rates for men, particularly with respect to equity partners (as opposed to the increasing number of women who are "non-equity" or contract partners). n157 Clearly, the changing demographics of law firm associates has not yet been sufficient to produce a corresponding change in the percentage of female partners.

Nor have firm leaders shown much indication that they view this imbalance as a significant management issue, as opposed to, for example, a loss of talent or potential business. Indeed, it is not clear whether law firms give significant weight at all to management considerations when making partnership decisions. Associates are promoted to partnership primarily on the basis of their legal skills and projections about their ability to bring in business. n158 There is little indication that whether a given lawyer will also be a good manager plays much of a role in this process. This is one of the reasons why law firms continue to be so poorly managed. In this respect, law firms are quite different from the military, where the ability to manage effectively has always been the key to an officer's prospects for moving up the chain of command. Yet even in the military's highly organized and rigidly hierarchical structure, it took a near armed insurrection by black troops to convince the brass that they needed to have an officer corps that reflected the diversity of
the enlisted ranks. n159 Although diversity advocates in their frustration may sometimes wish for a similar state of rebellion among women and minority associates, nothing like this kind of open and wholesale defiance is likely to be forthcoming. Minorities and women who do not like the current managerial practices of large law firms simply vote with their feet by leaving. n160

[*1586] Notwithstanding these reservations, however, the fact remains that minorities constitute a substantial segment of the talent pool from which large law firms recruit. When white women are added to the mix, the portion of the talent pool that is "diverse" approaches seventy percent. Diversity advocates have long looked for ways to get firms to pay attention to these statistics. Their task has not been easy, because firms often assume that minorities and women leave because they are either unable or unwilling to do the work. Moreover, so long as at the end of the day firms are left with one or two strong partnership candidates, the fact that most associates (including virtually all of the firm's minorities) have already left the firm by the time partnership decisions are made may not appear especially important to the long-term health of the firm. Large law firms, unlike their corporate clients, are built on attrition. Given this state of affairs, it is not surprising that the final set of economic arguments about diversity - that diverse teams make better problem solvers - has recently garnered so much attention.

C. Problem Solving

One can begin to see the importance of problem-solving arguments to the business case for diversity from the attention these claims received in the three corporate briefs filed in Grutter. For example, the first argument for diversity given by the sixty-five Fortune 500 corporations in their brief is that "a diverse group of individuals educated in a cross-cultural environment has the ability to facilitate unique and creative approaches to problem-solving arising from the integration of different perspectives." n161 General Motors's brief goes even further, proclaiming that "abundant evidence suggests that heterogeneous work teams create better and more innovative products and ideas than homogeneous teams." n162 Even British Petroleum (BP), which refused to take a position on the outcome of the litigation, flatly states in its brief that "because BP strongly believes that innovation, one of its core brand values, can only come from encouraging true diversity of styles and ideas while leveraging multiple talents, BP has made diversity and inclusion a strategic focus of its business in the [United States] and around the world." n163

It is a testament to how far the business community has come in the half-century since Brown that there is such widespread endorsement for the proposition that diversity - as opposed to the homogeneity that corporate America once craved - is what really produces innovation [*1587] and creativity. This same history, however, should make us cautious about accepting this new commitment at face value.

Three issues relating to the relationship between "diversity" and "problem solving" have made moving from rhetoric to action on the basis of this aspect of the business case for diversity troublesome in corporate America. First, there is considerable disagreement over exactly what constitutes "diversity" for problem-solving purposes. Because many kinds of attributes and talents conceivably play a role in problem solving, the tendency has been to expand the definition of diversity to include everything from geography to organizational position to personal habits and taste in food or sports. n164 Given this expansion, the extent to which companies value the link between racial diversity and problem solving remains an open question.

Second, as even the proponents of the problem-solving value of racial diversity concede, "empirical research on whether and how diversity is actually related to work group function is limited ... and the evidence is mixed." n165 Moreover, the most promising research in this area suggests that whether work group diversity improves productivity depends on the attitudes and orientations of group members. n166 To the extent that group members do not value "diversity as a resource for learning how to do the group's core work," diverse groups are less likely to benefit from their diversity and may even perform less well than homogeneous groups that do not have to negotiate the kinds of conflicts and communication issues that often beset diverse groups. n167

Finally, not every diverse viewpoint is valued by corporate America. Specifically, views or attitudes that too strongly challenge existing understandings or practices are often not well received by managers - notwithstanding the fact that fostering dissent is one of the primary ways in which diversity improves decisionmaking. n168 Businesses are, [*1588] of course, especially task-focused organizations. Despite all of the talk about fostering multiple viewpoints, managers are interested only in "opinions about the best way to build or sell cars or whatever other good is being produced by the business." n169 Opinions that appear to challenge the unfettered pursuit of corporate profits are neither welcomed nor, in many cases, tolerated. Managers have strong incentives to screen out potential employees whom they suspect of holding such disruptive views. n170 Minorities are likely to be especially fearful of being perceived as too
"diverse" in this way, both because they may actually hold substantially divergent views and because even if they do not, they have reason to fear that others may believe that they do and that their marginal status will prevent them from correcting this perception. n171 Paradoxically, this fear may lead minorities not to present divergent views (or worse yet, not to speak at all), thereby reinforcing the view that their diversity makes no positive contribution to group problem solving. n172

Each of these complications in the relationship between diversity and problem solving is likely to be magnified in the context of large law firms - once again, especially with respect to black lawyers. When law firms speak of the importance of "diversity" and "cultural integration" to team performance (as opposed to the benefits of marketing [*1589] to diverse or diversity-conscious clients), they are much more likely to be referring to the difficulty of bringing in foreign lawyers or dealing with the aftermath of a merger between two large law firms than they are to be discussing the value of having black lawyers working on the firm's core business. n173 Although making progress on these questions may ultimately require firms to pay greater attention to the manner in which they address questions of racial diversity, it is not evident that most law firm managers have made that connection. n174 Nor have law firms shown much of an inclination to rethink the core ideas that govern how these institutions deliver and evaluate legal work. Notwithstanding the tremendous changes that have occurred in large law firms during the past thirty years, the basic structure pioneered by Cravath, Swaine & Moore at the turn of the twentieth century remains largely in place. n175 As the experience of women dramatically underscores, law firms have typically taken the position that newcomers must conform to the traditional values of the firm (such as the value that equates number of hours worked with commitment and professionalism) rather than the other way around. n176

Finally, there is ample evidence that law firms and the corporations that employ them are likely to resist viewpoints that are too "diverse" and to suspect black lawyers of holding such "unprofessional" views. Partners sometimes assume that minorities are "uninterested" in corporate practice and prefer to work in government or public service, where their efforts would be "more in sync with their personal politics." n177 Moreover, even when they are hired, minorities face strong [*1590] pressure to demonstrate that they "fit" into the firm's culture by carefully managing those aspects of their identities that are - or are likely to be perceived as - different from those of partners and coworkers. n178 As a result, firms have an incentive to look for what Carbado and Gulati refer to as "but for" minorities - minorities who but for their racial phenotype are similar in attitude and orientation to their white coworkers. n179 Lawyers hired on this basis are under strong pressure not to be perceived as holding divergent views, especially about issues of group advancement. n180

Once again, none of this should be taken to mean that diversity does not contribute to better decisionmaking or that diversity advocates ought to stop trying to convince law firms and their corporate clients that it does. Like the arguments about serving new markets and managing a diverse workforce, the claim that black lawyers can bring a perspective to their work that improves the quality of the services law firms deliver highlights an important truth about the value that traditional outsiders can bring to existing institutions. In my interviews with black corporate lawyers, I have encountered many examples [*1591] that demonstrate that this value is both real and important. n181 Indeed, given how much America's racial and ethnic diversity has demonstrably enriched our social, cultural, and political lives, it would be nothing short of bizarre if it did not in some way improve our economic lives as well.

Nevertheless, there are dangers in exaggerating these benefits or grounding them on evidence that law firm managers are likely to find unpersuasive. Given the profession's historical commitment to homogeneity, it is likely that many partners (notwithstanding their public protestations) remain deeply skeptical about the business case for diversity. Sweeping statements that seem to draw easy causal connections between general trends in the economy like globalization and increased profits from integrating traditionally stigmatized groups such as black lawyers - or similar claims based on what many are likely to perceive as management-speak about the economic value of integrating "multiple perspectives" - are just as likely to reinforce this skepticism as they are to combat it. And the more law firm managers are skeptical of the business case for diversity, the more likely they are to manipulate this construct to extract the value from either real or apparent diversity that best suits their own short-term goals. n182 Whether this process will in fact help to produce real diversity in elite law firms - and at what costs - is, for the reasons set out below, a far more difficult question.

III. Is the Business Case for Diversity Good for the Diversity of Large Law Firms?

Advocates for the business case for diversity typically assume that their only task is to convince corporate America that diversity is indeed good for business. If they accomplish this goal, then the diversity they seek will surely follow. Whether this seemingly obvious assumption holds true, however, depends upon how corporate America values [*1592]
diversity and how this valuation affects the careers of minority lawyers. This calculus is likely to produce a more complex picture than proponents of market-based diversity arguments appear to suspect.

The corporate briefs filed in Grutter provide a glimpse of this complexity. Both the Corporate Brief and the brief filed by General Motors argue that the key factor determining whether corporate America will be able to compete successfully in the global marketplace is its ability to recruit a cadre of leaders with "cross-cultural" competence and experience. n183 Given that the question before the Court was the constitutionality of affirmative action in education, and given the pivotal role of Justice Powell's claims about the educational value of diversity in Bakke, this emphasis is hardly surprising. Nevertheless, the central argument of both briefs is the importance of producing leaders who have had experience with diversity - not of producing leaders who are themselves diverse. Although General Motors does argue that "there can be little doubt that racial and ethnic diversity in the senior leadership of the corporate world is crucial to our Nation's economic prospects," this claim comes toward the end of its brief and is expressly tied to the fact that "minorities will soon dominate the labor force" and "racial divisiveness" might result from a "stratified work force, in which whites dominate the highest levels of the managerial corps and minorities dominate the labor corps." n184 Indeed, only the military generals lead with the argument that producing a "highly qualified, racially diverse" group of leaders is essential for the business they conduct. n185 Like their corporate counterparts, though, the military leaders expressly tie this requirement to the need to "command our nation's racially diverse enlisted ranks." n186

Taken as a whole, the logic of the position advanced in all three briefs is that in a world in which minorities do not "dominate the labor force" - a world like that of the large corporate law firm - the business value of diversity could well be served by a largely white managerial elite that has received the benefit of a diverse education. n187 Although [*1593] I do not mean to suggest that either the corporate or the military amici would endorse this conclusion, the experience of black corporate lawyers with the business case for diversity underscores the danger that firms may seek to capture the economic advantages associated with diversity in ways that produce few real benefits for minority lawyers.

Recall, for example, the creative accounting used by law firms who claimed foreign nationals working in their native countries as "minorities" for purposes of reporting their diversity statistics to the Minority Law Journal. n188 These firms were clearly engaged in what I have elsewhere dubbed "the numbers game" - an attempt to portray a firm as being more diverse than it really is. n189 The Diversity Scorecard is only one of several places where law firms are asked or required to disclose the number of minority attorneys working at the firm. These numbers provide a "visible, rankable signal of the firm's commitment to diversity." n190 This signal is important to many minority law students in deciding whether to cast their lot with a particular firm. n191 It is also likely to be important to at least some whites - especially white students at elite schools where diversity concerns tend to be salient. n192 As a result, firms have strong incentives to manipulate their numbers to appeal to these important constituencies.

These manipulations potentially mislead more than naive law students. The tendency among many firms to report their diversity statistics in terms of the aggregate percentage of "minority lawyers" has in recent years conveyed a reassuring message to law schools and the [*1594] public at large that slow but nevertheless significant progress is being made on overcoming the legacy of the racist and exclusionary practices outlined in Part I. These aggregate statistics, however, mask the fact that black lawyers have not fully shared in this progress. n193 Without disparaging the significance of the rapid increase in the number of Asians in large law firms and in the profession generally, the fact that Houston and Marshall's descendents have recently lost ground in their quest to integrate corporate law practice casts the record of the elite bar in a different and less flattering light - a light that might encourage others to step up the pressure on law firms to change the ways that they go about hiring, utilizing, and promoting black lawyers.

Indeed, there is ample evidence that some law firms have tried to play the numbers game to avoid just this kind of pressure from their corporate clients. My interviews are replete with examples of black lawyers who have been trotted out to impress a black politician or corporate counsel and then trotted back into the oblivion from whence they came, never to see the work that their diversity helped to procure. n194 Even when black lawyers are formally assigned to work on matters for clients who have expressed an interest in law firm diversity, they often have difficulty translating those experiences into commensurate work for other clients. Having satisfied the literal terms of the first client's request ("put diverse associates on our matters"), firms often proceed to ignore black lawyers whose value they see as strictly tied to their role as window dressing for the benefit of the few meddlesome clients who demand diversity.

This, in turn, reinforces the tendency toward race-matching that has unfortunately become a significant byproduct of the rise of market-based diversity arguments. If diversity is valued primarily for its business advantages, then we should expect corporations to look for places where these advantages are most likely to be found. And as both the marketing and the managerial justifications for diversity described above suggest, the most obvious place for companies
to look is where race already plays a prominent role. In consumer marketing, minorities often focus exclusively on marketing to minority communities, just as "in investment banks, ... municipal finance departments have long led corporate finance departments in pursuing demographic diversity because of the typical makeup of the administration of city [*1595] halls and county boards." n195 Law firms are no different. The plurality of the black corporate lawyers I interviewed specialized in "labor and employment law," which in large-law-firm speak is a euphemism for defending discrimination cases. When the large number of black corporate lawyers who specialize in litigation n196 (where the heavy concentration of minorities in urban jury pools is increasingly significant) and municipal bond practice (where black city officials are often the ones dispensing the work) are added to this number, it is evident that a substantial percentage of black lawyers are engaged in practice areas in which their race might be perceived as a valuable credential. n197

The danger is that these are the only practice areas in which firms will see minorities as adding value. n198 As one respondent bluntly put it, blacks who market to other blacks or otherwise work in areas where their race is a significant credential frequently find themselves trapped inside a "black box" that severely limits their ability to broaden their horizons or, in many cases, to advance within the firm. n199 As one distinguished black litigator from a large law firm complained, notwithstanding his many successes in trying cases all over the country, both potential clients and the press continue to focus on his appeal to "minority jurors" in "criminal cases." n200 Such typecasting, he explained, makes it hard for him to attract the kind of lucrative corporate litigation upon which his success as a major rainmaker in his firm ultimately depends.

To make matters worse, minority lawyers sometimes find themselves being "matched" in areas in which they have no interest and with which they have no business being involved - a danger that anecdotal evidence suggests may have been accentuated for Latinos and Asians by globalization. A Puerto Rican associate working in a large New York law firm, for example, reported that she was often pulled off of general corporate deals where she was the senior associate to work on transactions involving Latin American clients where her responsibilities involved little more than translation. n201 Similarly, a Japanese-American litigator reported being summoned by corporate [*1596] partners to attend a meeting at which the firm was soliciting transactional work from a Korean company. n202 Black lawyers too are dragooned into specific practice areas, often finding themselves pressured to defend discrimination cases against their wishes. n203

Moreover, even those who choose to work in race-sensitive areas of legal practice may find these areas more risky than they anticipated. Apart from the limitations described in Part II, tying the business case for diversity to the rise in black political power, for example, has proved to be a risky strategy for many black corporate lawyers. When Harold Washington was unexpectedly elected Mayor of Chicago in 1983, many law firms saw a business case for increasing the number of black lawyers they hired and promoted to partnership. When Washington died just as unexpectedly four years later and was replaced by the scion of the previously long-reigning Irish political family, however, the business justification for having black lawyers who could "understand" and "serve" the city largely disappeared. n204 Or, to pick an even more salient example, consider black lawyers who have staked their claim to the business case on their special ability to handle employment law cases. For more than twenty years, employment litigation was a rapidly expanding part of the work of corporate law firms as corporations found themselves subject to an expanding web of employment statutes and an activist plaintiffs' bar. As a result, black lawyers who either chose to work in this area or found themselves placed there were often able to build successful practices. In recent years, however, companies have attempted to clamp down on their rising legal costs in defending employment suits by treating these cases more as a cost of doing business - for example, reducing transaction costs by capping defense fees, settling, and taking ex ante protective [*1597] measures such as requiring employees to sign mandatory arbitration agreements - than as a moral battle for the company's reputation. The result has been a dramatic decrease in the demand for high-priced employment lawyers and a gradual transformation of labor and employment law from a high-margin profit center into a commodified practice that many firms are increasingly ceding to lower-cost providers. n205 Black lawyers who have staked their futures on corporate America's need for expensive employment lawyers who "reflect" the company's commitment to diversity may find their careers in jeopardy if this trend continues.

It is also likely that the problems associated with race-matching and pigeonholing have exacerbated the high attrition rates that threaten to derail whatever benefits minority lawyers receive from increased corporate interest in law firm diversity. Blacks who feel that they are being pressed into service solely because of their race frequently come away from such encounters feeling devalued and exploited. n206 Those who feel this way end up with weak (or nonexistent) commitments to their firms and are easily lured away by other opportunities. Those who stay may nevertheless find themselves forced out when the race-specific market for which they were hired shrinks or disappears. n207
As the business case for diversity has often produced resentment or alienation among black lawyers, it appears to have fostered a strange sense of powerlessness and downright evasiveness among law firms. There is something quite disconcerting about hearing some of the richest and most powerful law firms in America plaintively pleading with their corporate clients to "please make us be diverse!" For service providers such as law firms, the business case for diversity appears to transfer responsibility for the law firms' own failure to hire and promote black lawyers to their clients, whose demands for increased diversity are now supposed to provide a reason for firms to improve on their own dreary records. As I have argued elsewhere, however, this [*1598] way of framing the issue elides a fundamental question: why should a corporate client be responsible for its law firm's diversity as opposed to, for example, its own? n208 Indeed, one of the results of the corporate press for diversity has been the increasing tendency of these entities to raid law firms to satisfy their own diversity needs. n209 Although this process has increased pressure on law firms to become more diverse, it has also, ironically, made it more difficult for them to accomplish this goal in an environment where an in-house position has become, for a substantial number of lawyers of all races, the preferred job. n210

The amicus briefs in the Michigan cases suggest another variation on this theme. As indicated above, there were several briefs filed by lawyers in large law firms on behalf of parties from the worlds of business, government, academia, and civil society arguing that the continuation of race-conscious admissions in universities and law schools was essential to the continued vitality of these amici. n211 Given this (mostly pro bono) outpouring of support for affirmative action by the corporate bar, it is surprising to note that only one brief - filed by the Boston Bar Association and signed by eight mostly medium-sized Boston law firms - expressly made a similar argument on behalf of the business needs of the corporate bar itself. n212 No other bar organization or collection of law firms filed a brief arguing that upholding affirmative action was vital to the corporate bar's ability to compete in the global economy - a situation made all the more remarkable by the fact that one of the cases directly addressed the issue of diversity in legal education. n213

Even the ABA's brief pays scant attention to the business case for diversity in the legal profession itself. Instead, the ABA emphasizes the importance of diversity in the profession to the legitimacy of the justice system and the ability of blacks and other minorities to receive equal justice under law. n214 In the context of the business and military [*1599] briefs, the ABA's failure to address directly the diversity needs of corporate law firms seems disingenuous. It appears to be just another example of the elite bar's longstanding tendency, discussed in Part I, to deflect all diversity questions to aspects of the profession other than its own. n215 From the original perspective of Brown, however, the ABA's concern with social justice is downright refreshing. Justice O'Connor's majority opinion in Grutter makes almost no mention of the deprivations to black Americans that made affirmative action necessary in the first instance. n216 And yet, as Robert Post argues, notwithstanding the Court's current rhetoric (and indeed, its prior decisions), it is precisely these deprivations that form the most persuasive justification for programs like the one upheld in Grutter. n217 Proponents of the business case for diversity cannot wish away the fact that these concerns for social justice were fundamental to Brown's reasoning. Thus, no matter how good diversity is for business - and business for diversity - advocates seeking to build the business case must also demonstrate that market-based diversity arguments promote a plausible and attractive vision of social justice if they want to claim that their efforts are entitled to be cloaked in Brown's mantle. n218

IV. Is the Business Case for Diversity Good for Social Justice?

The ABA begins its argument in Grutter with a pointed reminder about the importance of having all groups participate in the legal profession:

Full participation of all racial and ethnic groups in the legal profession is a compelling state interest. Such participation ensures that the distinct voices of all segments of society are heard through effective representation for all people. It also creates a more inclusive legal system which better protects the rights of, and is more accessible to, the population that it governs. Furthermore, the full participation of all racial and ethnic groups in [*1600] this country's legal profession preserves the legitimacy of our legal system and safeguards the integrity of our democratic government. n219

Contrary to the impression one gets from listening to the nostalgic paeans of some scholars - not to mention the abundant whining by many lawyers and law students - the primary purpose of the legal profession is not to ensure the happiness or financial security of lawyers. n220 As Deborah Rhode notes in a related context, "from a societal perspective," lawyers are fundamentally important "only insofar as they serve common goals." n221
This essential truth should not be taken to mean that lawyers' satisfaction or success is unimportant. After all, if the job of lawyer were to become too intolerable, then there would not be anyone willing to fill this role, no matter how much society needed people to do so. n222 Moreover, for present purposes it is important not to forget that the professional success and satisfaction of the new generation of black corporate lawyers is itself a matter of social justice. Corporate law jobs sit atop both the income and status hierarchies of the bar and serve as a gateway to prominent positions in government, business, and civil society. n223 Given the profession's long history of excluding blacks from these privileged positions, breaking the color barrier in this segment of the bar is an integral part of ensuring that blacks have access to every aspect of American economic, social, and political life.

Nevertheless, professional success is not necessarily coterminous with social justice, even for black lawyers. n224 Indeed, lawyers' professional [*1601] status and autonomy depend upon just this fact. In the terms of the profession's classic creation myth, society has granted lawyers substantial income, prestige, and autonomy in return for the bar's commitment to deliver legal services in the public interest. n225 Although lawyers like to believe that they adequately discharge this obligation by serving their clients zealously within the bounds of the law, society has the right - and indeed the obligation - to question this easy confluence of "doing well" and "doing good."

Recent trends have placed the potential tension between these two goals in sharp relief. The legal profession has never come close to providing legal services at a level and cost that even begin to meet the legal needs of the vast majority of ordinary citizens. n226 Notwithstanding the explosion in the number of lawyers over the last twenty years, the gap between the legal haves and have-nots is arguably wider today than ever before. Corporations and other similar institutions now consume close to two-thirds of all of the legal services performed by private practitioners - up from the fifty percent of lawyer time these well-heeled clients consumed in the mid-1970s. n227 Although the absolute number of lawyers has also increased during the period, thereby increasing the total amount of lawyers' effort devoted to all matters, "the corporate client fields have grown much more rapidly than the personal client fields, and the "hemispheres' are now even more unequal in size." n228 As Gillian Hadfield explains, this imbalance is due in part to the fact that corporate and individual clients must bid against each other in the same market for lawyer attention. n229 As anyone who follows the profession is aware, since Cravath first raised associate salaries by fifty percent in 1968 to lure elite law students back to large-firm practice from the legal services jobs and public interest law firms that were increasingly claiming these prized recruits, corporations and the law firms that represent them have consistently upped the ante in [*1602] this bidding contest by offering salaries that cannot be matched by any other legal employer. n230

Moreover, corporate clients' ability to control two-thirds of all lawyer effort deprives individual consumers of more than just access to a lawyer. Law is both an absolute good that facilitates the autonomy of those with access to the legal system and a relative means of entrenching economic, social, and political power over others. n231 Corporations have increasingly used their disproportionate share of legal resources to exploit the full range of law's power as a competitive tool in litigation, law making, enforcement, and public relations. n232 The result is a skewed distribution of legal talent that undoubtedly benefits the economic interests of many practitioners but that also privileges "the management of the economy over the justice of social and political relationships" in a manner that is hard to justify as socially optimal. n233 Once again, for present purposes it is important to note that this skewed distribution disproportionately disadvantages blacks, many of whom continue to reside at or near the bottom of the income distribution and all of whom arguably continue to suffer from various forms of discrimination and stereotyping. n234

[*1603] As I indicated in Part I, the first wave of affirmative action programs were specifically designed to address these persistent racial disadvantages in society at large. Consistent with Charles Hamilton Houston's original vision of the Brown campaign, these programs sought to encourage blacks coming to law school to become "social engineers for justice" who would use their legal skills to improve the plight of black America. n235 As Harry Edwards forcefully argued at the time, these justifications unfairly constrained the interests and ambitions of black law students while at the same time letting the leaders of the corporate bar off the hook for their failure to address the persistence of racial inequality - including in their own firms. n236 Notwithstanding this important critique, however, it would be ironic, to say the least, if the very success of Houston and Marshall's campaign were to end up exacerbating the overall inequality in the distribution of legal resources that their brilliant struggle was intended to remedy.

In my prior work, I have argued that this "paradox of opportunity" resulting from the increasing migration of the best and brightest black lawyers into corporate law firms and other similar workplaces creates a moral obligation on the part of these privileged beneficiaries of Houston and Marshall's campaign to devote at least a part of their talents to ending the unjustified suffering that continues to plague less [*1604] fortunate blacks. n237 Black lawyers who endorse this "obligation thesis," I contend, can make important contributions to the overall struggle for racial justice by using their positions of power and influence to press corporate America to help to improve (or, what may be equally
important, to avoid unduly contributing to) the economic, political, and social conditions that continue to deny many black Americans full participation in the American Dream. This is a controversial claim, and I do not intend to defend it here. Instead, I want to investigate how the shift from normative to market-based justifications for integrating corporate law firms is likely to affect whether black corporate lawyers endorse the obligation thesis and how they are likely to act on this commitment to social justice.

It is easy to portray the claim that diversity is justified because it is "good for business" as the antithesis of Houston's vision that black lawyers should be social engineers for justice. n238 After all, the more corporations value having black lawyers on their teams, the more they will use their substantial economic clout to lure blacks away from other areas of practice where their talents might more directly serve the cause of racial justice. n239 Indeed, there is plenty of evidence that increased pressure for corporate diversity has produced just this result. Law firms and other corporate employers have become much more aggressive in recruiting black lawyers out of government, including those with little or no prior law firm experience. n240 Moreover, as the concentration [*1605] of black lawyers in employment law documented in Part III underscores, corporations and the law firms that these powerful actors employ are most likely to see black lawyers as economic assets in areas where their race serves as a credential of legitimacy. I have already heard rumblings that several black lawyers are being retained for the purpose of defending the coming wave of "reparations" cases. n241

Nevertheless, even with respect to employment discrimination litigation and other areas where the interests of corporate America and claims of individual black litigants for racial justice are arguably directly in conflict, there are important respects in which the business case for diversity may actually make it easier for black lawyers defending such cases to make a positive contribution to social justice. One way in which black lawyers who defend employment cases seek to mitigate the dissonance between their professional obligation to their clients and their personal commitment to equality is to investigate scrupulously the merits of the cases they are asked to defend and to press hard to settle those with merit while vigorously litigating those they believe to be frivolous. n242 The business case for diversity arguably makes this task easier for two reasons. First, by calling attention to the client's interest in its own diversity, the business case gives black lawyers seeking to settle what they consider meritorious cases (and to persuade corporate managers to take affirmative steps to prevent such cases from arising in the future) a potentially potent new business reason [*1606] for doing so that goes beyond the usual arguments about saving litigation costs and safeguarding the client's reputation. n243 Second, clients who value black lawyers because they believe that they have "unique insight" into the psychology of discrimination and its victims may be less likely to discard these lawyers in order to save costs or achieve marginally better results, thereby giving blacks who defend employment cases greater space to incorporate social justice considerations into their advice and actions. n244

Moreover, in many instances business justifications related to developing or serving new markets will actually place black lawyers in a position to assist other blacks in the pursuit of social justice. Consider the black lawyers who were hired and promoted by law firms in Chicago after Harold Washington was elected mayor. Although the fate of these lawyers underscores the inherently risky nature of a political strategy for black corporate lawyers, n245 the fact that the business justification they (and their firms) relied on proved tenuous should not obscure the important contributions these lawyers made to Washington's administration and to the black community in Chicago generally. For many blacks in Chicago, Washington's election was a near-religious experience. After years of blacks' being shut out of plum city jobs and many services, Washington pledged to give black Chicagoans (including black businesses and professionals) their fair share of city work. Black corporate lawyers played an integral role in helping Washington keep his promise - just as his promise to direct more city work to black professionals gave many of these lawyers the leverage they needed to contribute to his cause. Several black associates and partners in major firms were allowed to take leaves of absence to work in Washington's administration. Firms granted this unusual dispensation because they hoped that these lawyers would return, bringing lucrative business and contacts with them. But in the process, the firms helped create a cadre of sophisticated advisers and public servants dedicated to Washington and his cause - the likes of which the city of Chicago had never seen. n246 In addition to clients and contacts, many of these [*1607] advisers carried the ideals they nourished in government back when they reentered private practice. n247

Indeed, the bottom-line focus of market-based diversity arguments may, paradoxically, make it easier for black corporate lawyers to engage in many forms of public service. Although activities such as government service, community and political participation, bar association activity, and pro bono work are often cast in the lofty terms of noblesse oblige professionalism, savvy lawyers have always realized that participating in these activities also enhances their careers. n248 The fact that law firms nevertheless continue to speak of public service as a "professional duty" unconnected to the firm's bottom line, however, can discourage lawyers, especially associates, from engaging in these
kinds of activities. Notwithstanding what they hear from firm leaders, young lawyers legitimately fear that their bottom-line-obsessed partners view public service as at best a distraction and at worst evidence that a lawyer is disloyal or disinterested in the work of the firm. This danger is particularly salient for black lawyers, whose marginal status within firms makes them particularly vulnerable to these charges, especially if the public service they seek to engage in is connected to black causes or interests. n249 Market-based diversity arguments provide an alternative way for black lawyers to justify their public service activity. Working in government or to elect black political officials also helps to increase one's contacts and visibility with potential clients and decisionmakers. Serving on a nonprofit board or heading a black bar association provides valuable leadership experience while raising both the lawyer's and the firm's visibility and reputation in the broader community. n250 Lawyers who wish to engage in these activities [*1608] can claim that they are not just doing good - they are also helping themselves and their firms do well in the future.

John Payton's representation of the University of Michigan in Grutter demonstrates that this strategy, although not without risk, can yield substantial dividends. Payton began doing pro bono civil rights work from the day he arrived at Wilmer Cutler. In time, he became one of the leading civil rights lawyers in America not working at the Legal Defense Fund. n251 When major universities began facing suits for "reverse discrimination" over their affirmative action policies, Payton, as both an experienced civil rights lawyer and a partner at one of the nation's premier law firms, was perfect for the job. His highly visible success in Grutter has firmly established Payton as the "go to" guy for universities and other entities under attack on similar issues - many of whom, like the University of Michigan, will be paying customers. It also raised the visibility and stature of his firm in a way that is destined to help both recruiting and business development. n252

The most important contribution that the business case for diversity can make to social justice, however, may be simply to put black lawyers in positions of responsibility in corporate America where they can press these powerful actors to pay attention to the concerns of black America. Few would deny that many of the most pressing issues facing black Americans today are related to economic opportunity and advancement. n253 Once we acknowledge that resolving these concerns has as much to do with what happens in corporate boardrooms as it does with legislative pronouncements or Supreme Court victories, it becomes clear that considerations of racial justice must be brought into corporate decisionmaking. n254 Although black lawyers are certainly not the only ones who can raise these concerns, their growing presence in corporate America nevertheless presents a potent opportunity. The massive outpouring of amicus briefs written by corporate lawyers in Grutter suggests that this potential is, at least partially, being realized. Many factors undoubtedly contributed to corporate America's dramatic about-face on affirmative action in the quarter-century between [*1609] Bakke and Grutter. But one suspects that the significant increase in the number of black lawyers in leadership positions in elite firms, corporate board rooms, and bar organizations has played a substantial role.

To continue to be influential, however, these new black corporate social engineers must also be successful - successful as defined by the parameters of the world they seek to influence. If they are not, they will have neither the opportunity to intervene to produce more socially just results nor the clout to influence decisionmaking. To the extent that the business case for diversity helps black corporate lawyers to become "partners with power" in elite firms and with corporate decisionmakers, n255 it creates the potential for bringing, to borrow Harry Edward's phrase from thirty years ago, a "Black perspective" to the inner sanctum of American business. n256

This potential, however, is just that - potential. The mere presence of black lawyers in positions of corporate power does not guarantee that these new entrants will use their authority to press the concerns of ordinary black citizens for racial justice. This much the critics of "viewpoint" diversity have right. n257 Charles Hamilton Houston, of course, was well aware of this essential truth about essentialism. This recognition is precisely why he went about creating a cadre of black lawyers who were specially trained to be social engineers for justice. n258 Moreover, Houston's training was explicitly normative as well as instrumental. To overcome the evils of legal segregation, black lawyers had to be willing to push for social justice in ways that served more than their own narrow self-interest.

If they are to carry this struggle into corporate America in Brown's second half-century, today's black corporate leaders must be willing to do the same. Although they can never lose sight of the fact that they and their clients operate in an increasingly competitive marketplace, black lawyers who push for social justice from their newfound positions of authority must be willing sometimes to challenge the dictates of the marketplace in the interests of broader structural change. [*1610] Without this commitment, the quest for diversity in corporate America will simply produce an elite that, while more demographically colorful, is no more conducive to producing the kind of substantive equality that Houston and Marshall so valiantly hoped to achieve than the monochromatic one it replaces. n259
Worse yet, for the reasons set out at the beginning of this Part, what is good for diversity might actually be bad for social justice. Although market-based diversity arguments may - subject to the limitations discussed in Parts II and III - be a useful tactic for black corporate lawyers to deploy, these arguments cannot, in the last analysis, substitute for a normative politics that explains why achieving racial justice is "the right thing to do." This truth remains even in circumstances where pursuing justice risks angering powerful constituencies by underscoring the need to redistribute economic resources from those who have always had them to those who do not. By failing to argue for such a politics, black lawyers - like progressives everywhere - have allowed conservatives to grab the moral high ground and portray themselves as the true defenders of truth against the rabble of the marketplace.

But is it fair to ask black corporate lawyers, whose position in elite firms and other corporate workplaces continues to be tenuous at best, to risk jeopardizing their new-found status to press these claims? To be sure, the risks associated with pressing corporations to act in ways that might improve the status of black Americans, even if these actions may decrease profits, are considerably less severe than the danger in placing one's body in front of fire hoses and snarling dogs. Nevertheless, once we acknowledge that integrating corporate America - not to mention building a stable and substantial black middle class - is itself a significant social justice issue, the career implications of placing social justice demands on black corporate lawyers cannot be so easily dismissed. For the reasons set out below, however, there are good grounds to believe that social justice may be less hazardous to the cause of diversity than the turn to "diversity is good for business" rhetoric might lead one to believe.

V. Conclusion: Social Justice as Structural Support - and Structural Critique

It is a sad commentary on how much the legal profession has changed in the half-century since Brown that many lawyers (including many black lawyers) appear to view social justice and professional success as polar opposites - and arguably mortal enemies. Elite lawyers in John W. Davis's day were much more likely to confidently espouse the opposite view. For these "lawyer-statesmen," professional success implied serving the public interest - at least as they saw it. Although black lawyers (as well as progressive interests everywhere) during this period had many reasons to doubt this easy congruence, Marshall's victory in Brown gave these advocates hope that the law - and lawyers - might truly become a force for social change. Not surprisingly, the opportunity to be a part of this new convergence of law and social justice encouraged many of today's black corporate lawyers to enter the profession in the first place. Most members of this post-Brown generation, of course, did not follow in Marshall's footsteps and become full-time civil rights lawyers. But even those who cast their lot with corporate America continued to look for ways to serve the cause of racial justice from inside the system. Ironically, the traditional claim by Davis's generation of lawyer-statesmen that corporate lawyers play a crucial mediating role in society by convincing their powerful clientele to conform their conduct to legal rules and serve the public interest, gave new entrants with more progressive views reason to believe that they too could play such a role as associates and partners in large law firms.

Today, these descendents of Houston and Marshall fear that expressing any serious commitment to social justice will irreparably damage their careers. Their concerns are far from frivolous. The bottom-line culture of today's corporate law firms appears to have little tolerance for the pursuit of social justice as a whole. For some, it may be the realization that even with the growing class differences that separate those blacks who become corporate lawyers from most other black Americans, their own ability to succeed in this country is ultimately linked to making progress on racial justice as a whole. For others, however, it is likely the deep knowledge that the bonds of solidarity and community with other blacks constitute an
important source of strength and support that these lawyers need to flourish in what is still a frustratingly isolated and alienating professional world. For these lawyers, an active commitment [*1613] to social justice is more than a luxury of conscience. It is a psychological and social necessity for succeeding in a world that even fifty years after Brown continues to be overwhelmingly white. n268

Regardless of their individual motivations, however, maintaining a commitment to social justice in the face of personal adversity and pressure to conform requires the ability to engage in structural critique. Successful blacks are constantly told that they are different: they are not like those other blacks who lack the intelligence or determination to lift themselves out of poverty or victimhood. They are encouraged to be content with being "the best black" and to be grateful for being welcomed on that basis as "a member of the club." n269 To see past this smokescreen, successful blacks must come to a structural understanding of racial injustice. They must understand the manner in which such arguments play a crucial role in perpetuating the subjugation of blacks as a group, no matter how much they appear to advance one's individual interests and no matter how well intended by those who advance them.

Black lawyers who make this connection are also in a better position to understand how race is affecting their own careers. Research into the effects of racial stereotypes on achievement suggests, paradoxically, that high-achieving blacks may be especially vulnerable to the "stereotype threat" created by negative assumptions. n270 High-achieving blacks, unlike many of the others who have already dropped out of the system, have built their self-image on the idea that they can succeed in life while playing by society's rules. As a result, they are at the mercy of society's rulemakers, and have special reason to fear that those decisionmakers will apply background stereotypes of black intellectual inferiority to them under the neutral sounding guise of "merit." One can only see this danger, however, if one is attuned to the way in which whites often consciously or unconsciously link assumptions about high-achieving blacks to negative characterizations of the group as a whole and to the manner in which discretionary judgments about merit often provide space for such bias to be expressed. n271 Given the inherently subjective nature of judgments about lawyer quality, black corporate lawyers are especially vulnerable to this danger. n272

Black lawyers who understand this dynamic are more likely to figure out how to succeed in these institutions. As I suggested in Part II, notwithstanding the rhetoric to the contrary, law firms are not pure meritocracies in which "the best" lawyers automatically rise to the top. Instead, to succeed in today's competitive law firm environment, one must get access to crucial developmental opportunities, such as good work, training, and career support. These goods, however, are all mediated through personal relationships - relationships that are structured not just by race, but by class, mutual interest, economic advantage, and downright luck. Lawyers who understand this essential truth, and therefore refuse to buy into the myth permeating elite law firms that hard work will automatically be rewarded, are more likely to succeed in building the kinds of relationships required for advancement. A commitment to social justice that understands race in structural terms facilitates this kind of understanding.

Ironically, in making this connection, black corporate lawyers are ultimately helping the legal profession as well as themselves. n273 If the American legal profession hopes to maintain its current prominence on the global stage, it must find ways to attract and support lawyers who aspire to be social engineers for something other than the narrow concerns of global capital. If the financial scandals of the first few years of the twenty-first century have taught us anything, it is that a world in which professionals are encouraged to bleach themselves of every commitment save the ruthless pursuit of profit is a prescription for disaster of near-biblical proportions. It will take much more, of course, than moral exhortation to prevent the corporate bar from ending up as a social parasite. But without a normative commitment to seeing the crucial role that corporate lawyers play in the structure of our economic system, no system of checks and balances is likely to be effective either. Today's black corporate lawyers have spent almost [*1615] fifty years negotiating the razor's edge of opportunity and commitment. The bar - and the country - I submit, would do well to learn from their experience.
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n112. See Robert Schmidt, Minority Lawyers and the D.C. Firm: Race, Culture, and Sexism Make Integration Difficult at Law Offices, Legal Times, Sept. 26, 1994, at S42, S46 ("Major firms ... recruit law students in the top of their class at a select group of law schools, fostering fierce competition for the few minorities who meet the traditional description of the well-qualified associate."). Needless to say, there is substantial disagreement about whether the criteria that law firms currently use to determine whether a given recruit is likely to be a "superstar" accurately predict future performance. I share much of this suspicion. As Ronald Gilson and Robert Mnookin concede, "even law teachers acknowledge that a student's performance in law school is a very noisy signal of her long-term performance as a lawyer." Ronald J. Gilson & Robert H. Mnookin, Coming of Age in a Corporate Law Firm: The Economics of Associate Career Patterns, 41 Stan. L. Rev. 567, 572 n.16 (1989). For reasons that Claude Steele has persuasively documented, these signals may be even more "noisy" for blacks. See Claude M. Steele, A Threat in the Air: How Stereotypes Shape Intellectual Identity and Performance, 52 Am. Psychologist 613, 614 (1997) (describing how "stereotype threat" based on pervasive myths of black intellectual inferiority can inhibit blacks from doing well on standardized tests). Nevertheless, even conceding substantial fuzziness in the criteria, it seems plausible that the closer a candidate gets to the superstar end of the distribution, the more reliable such predictions of future performance are likely to be.

n113. To the extent that racial stereotypes make it more difficult for whites to recognize black superstars as being such, the economic incentives posited by Becker will be reduced even further. This is especially true in a relationship-driven business like the law in which being a superstar depends in large measure on whether others perceive you to be one. See Wilkins & Gulati, Reconceiving the Tournament, supra note 106, at 1678-79 (emphasizing the importance of "relationship capital" to professional success).

n114. See Galanter & Palay, supra note 37, at 55-62 (noting that "the range of law schools from which the big firms recruit has widened and recruitment goes deeper into the class" and describing this trend in detail); Howard I. Bernstein, Does a Hiring Crisis Threaten the Profession?, Nat'l L.J., Dec. 28, 1987, at 1, 20 (noting that as of 1987, the hiring needs of the top 250 law firms could not be satisfied if they hired every graduate in the top fifty percent of the class at all top-twenty law schools). The growth in the size of large law firms in the decade since these accounts were written has only exacerbated these trends.

n115. The word "average" will undoubtedly be jarring to those used to the standard claim articulated by every large law firm that they hire only "exceptional" lawyers. See Wilkins & Gulati, Black Corporate Lawyers, supra note 84, at 524-30. But as Erwin Smigel recognized four decades ago in his classic study of Wall Street lawyers, there has always been a gap between the kind of recruit that corporate firms "prefer" - lawyers with "lineage, ability, and personality" - and the lawyers that they actually need to do the work of the firm, much of which is routine. See Smigel, supra note 3, at 37. By "average" I simply mean that the candidate presents a mixed array of signals (for example, average grades at an elite law school or top grades at a lesser-ranked one) that places that person in the large and largely undifferentiated center of the applicant pool. Given the fuzziness of these credentials as predictors of future success described above, there is no reason to believe that those who fall into this part of the distribution are not perfectly capable of doing the "average" work of a large law firm associate - or of developing (with the right mentoring and experience) into first-rate law firm partners.
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n128. See Wilkins, Partners without Power, supra note 106, at 15-23.
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Confidential Interview 95, at 91 (Sept. 30, 1998) (on file with author); see also Renee Deger, Strength in Numbers, Recorder (S.F.), Mar. 18, 2003, LEXIS, The Recorder File (quoting a black in-house counsel as saying, "I have made sure, to the extent I can control it, that matters go to minority lawyers").
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It remains to be seen whether this value will continue to be present in quite the same way in light of the fact that black law students are increasingly drawn from the same socioeconomic class and geographic and educational backgrounds as their white peers. For an insightful discussion of this convergence and its implications, see Lani Guinier, The Supreme Court, 2003 Term - Comment: Admissions Rituals as Political Acts: Guardians at the Gates of Our Democratic Ideals, 117 Harv. L. Rev. 113 (2003). However, given the continuing significance of race for blacks (as well as for whites), it is likely that even blacks from privileged backgrounds will continue, on average, to hold views about law and legal issues that differ from those of their white peers.
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Confidential Interview 101, at 19-20 (Dec. 11, 1999) (on file with author).
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